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Abstract -

Hands-on exercises – Bring Laptop!

In times of rising concerns about green house problems the development of hybrid electric vehicles or electric
vehicles has become a very prosperous field of application. Simulation has therein occupied a very crucial role because
of the vehicles internal massive interconnection between different physical subsystems. Best performance of the vehicle
can only be achieved if it is regarded as one system and optimised components are working in an optimised
environment. Therefore a multiphysical simulation approach is inevitable.
The tutorial gives an introduction to such an object-oriented, component based multiphysical modelling by means of
the powerful Modelica simulation language (http://modelica.org) and its associated technology. Modelica can be viewed
as an almost universal approach to high level computational modelling and simulation, by being able to represent a
range of application areas and providing general notation as well as powerful abstractions and efficient
implementations.
The tutorial gives an overview about the basic concepts of modelling and simulating with Modelica and consists of
two parts. The first part will be focused on the basic physical modelling principles using algebraic and ordinary
differential equations. In the second part the usability will be demonstrated on some simple application models which
will then be assembled to a very basic electric or hybrid electric vehicle model.
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